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IHTRODUCTIOH

Feed pelleting Is defined as "agglomerating Individual

Ingredients or mixtures by compacting and forcing through die

openings by any mechanical process" (5)»

Pellet mills were first developed in Europe. In the late

1920»s, manufacture of pellet mills began in the Jnited States

and led to rapid acceptance of feed pelleting in this country,

^oday more than one-half of all formula feed produced In the

United States is pelleted.

One of the major problems of polleting is to manufacture

a pellet of sufficient strength to withstand the handling from

the mill to the consumer without manufacturing pellets too

hard to be used by the animal or otherwise be detrimental to

the product. This ability to withstand handling without break-

age Is defined here as pellet durability.

The durability of feed pellets and the measurement of this

property have practical significance from several viewpoints.

The efficiency of producing a durable pellet Is an important

consideration. The relative cost of pellet mill maintenance,

including die wear is probably Influenced by the durability of

the pellets produced, durability may be related to chorale 1

changes during pelleting and the nutrient value and feeding

acceptability of the pellets. The appraisal of these consider-

ations depends upon a standard reliable measurement of pellet

durability; Such, however, the feed industry has not adopted.



The general production practice In tne feed industry is to

vary feed formulas, feed rates and speeds, moisture content,

and other production factors until pellets, which the manufacturer

considers of satisfactory durability, are consistently produced.

In recent years the addition of binding agents, which are not

ordinarily classified as foed ingredionts, has been used in an

attempt to manufacture more d o pellets.

This project was Initiated to acquire information regarding

the effect of colloidal material upon the binding of Ingredients

In pelleted feeds, to establish measares for evaluating the

durability of pelleted feeds, and to provide data regarding the

effeot of other factors on the cost of manufacturing pelleted

feeds

•

The flr3t objective of this investigation was to determine

to what extent a few factors will affect pellet durability and

cost of pelleting. Factors studied included: the amount of

s*.eam added, fineness of grind on grain, and the addition of

binding agents.

The second objective, that of determining pellet durability

and establishing a standard of durability measurement, required

an evaluation of several types of equipment used In industry

and research laboratories and the development and evaluation

of some new devices.
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The pelleting process contains many variables and Is

difficult to standardize with great accurac .

Wornlck (17) listed many variables In the pelleting process

including: formulation, mash texture, mash uniformity, steaming

rate, ingredient particle size, steam temperature and pressure,

ambient conditions, operator experience, pelleting pressure and

temperature in die, equipment used, die condition, pellet length,

and fines recycled.

Binding Agents

The use of binding agents in formula feeds is limited by

the nutritional value of the agent and the binding quality of

the material.

The use of soft phosphate In poultry feeds is limited by

the American Feed Control officials to the amount which will

add not more than 0.035 percent fluorine to the ration, .sing

the analysis given for soft phosphate, this sets the limit at

55 pounds per ton. No limit is defined for bentonite.

Numerous tests have shown that soft phosphate can be used

to supply part of the supplemental phosphorus In poultry

rations (3» kt 9» 15)

•

Studies using bentonite in poultry rations showed no

adverse effects on growth rate or feed intake (2, 7)»

Bentonite has been used extensively to improve pellet

durability but no data was available for soft phosphate.



Fineness of Grind

It is generally felt that finely ground mash is advantageous

in pelleting of formula feeds (13. lk$ 16) • t*» •aaU©r particle

size provides more surface urea to absorb the added steam and

ov inding qualities that may be present in the formula; this

re3.1ts in higher production and better quality pellots. Stroup

(13) found that the most practical fineness of grind was one in

which ail the aash will pass t-rough a 7-mesh screen. Williams

(16) states that pellets containing finely ground ingredients

will not fracture or break into small pieces as easily as when

coarse particles are present.

Conditioning

Wake (14) states that the steam added during conditioning

brings the nutural oils present in most grains to the surface

or the mash particles which provides lubrication of the pellet

die and also results in greater pelleting capacity and better

pellet quality. Pelleting feeds at higher temperatures will

ive more c mplete gelatlnlzation or the stare! which may

result In better feed conversion through more rapid and com»

plete digestion.

Stro-p (13) states that "proper conditioning is one of

the more important factors in realizing high capacity in

pelleting. A temperature range of 160 to 16*0 F.°, and In



some cases higher, will generally give the best results". By

adding moisture with live steam to raise the final mash -noisture

content to somewhere between 13 and 17 percent, the best results

can be obtained. Insufficient conditioning results in higher

power innut, low production rates, pellets which appear to be

shiny, and pellets of irrt -ular lengths. Pellets made from

poorly conditioned mash seem to be quite durable as they come

from the die, but are actually brittle and soft near the center.

essive die - nd roll wear occurs when pelleting at low tem-

peratures.

Smith (1U) reported research on the effects of increased

steam conditioning on gelatinization of starches, on levels of

fines, and on pellet toughness. It was noted that a gelatinized

pellet tended to be a durable pellet. It was thought that by

increasing gelatinization of the ingredients used in a hard

pellet, the level of fines cou.ld be reduced. Results showed

that the percent of fines were not proportional to percent of

gelatinization of starches but could be reduced by higher amounts

of steam and longer conditioning tiie.

Wornick (17) listed soae factors which may influence the

amount of moisture which can be added during conditioning.

Tt\eB«t Included! the original moisture of the nash, formulation

of the mash, steam ruality, steam pressure, steam temperature,

particle size of Ingredients, die specifications which include

hole diameter, die thickness, die taper and also die wear,



aloriii with production rate, and time In the condition! amber.

.insulation

different dlents here different pelleting character-

istics, actors which cause this difference incl.de moisture

content, fat content, Tiber content, ensit 'asive

ter of the ingredients; als-, ny feed ingredients ' ave

excellent bind itlcs which are ; desirable In a

formula that Is to be pell<: ns source of binding material

is the natural starches contained la u *¥hen the raw

starches are gelatin! * heat and moisture In the i'ora of

steam and by pressure and shear which occur inside of the die,

te pellets tend to be extreme -able (13)»

Pellet ?>..rabillty Testing

Mr hellenb*. levioea and methods

of fees tin.-, pellet durability. Included in those was a bending

test where the pellet was loaded to .*e as a beam; this

gave a value of <noc . ar *•• in metals ia

Interpreted -an resistance to indentation as

measured by the depth or re a of the Indentation i'ormed by a

standard point and lot?. bhis test on pellets it was

that the depth of indentation bore little relation to

strength and tail , therefore, disco

tinue ;sion testing, both 1c r-anaverse,

was trie . udinal compression, the pellets it



break at any definite point but ily deformed with any

constant load applied for a considerable amount of tine* This

effort was abandoned. Testing pellets in transverse compression

is rather common in the feed industry bj use of the ! tokes

hardness tester.

The tests ased above ;lve sooe Indication of the physical

properties of the pelleted material; however, nine subjects the

pellets to the handling conditions which occur in the mill.

In order to simulate these handling conditions, Mccormick

and Sheilenbcrger (0) reported several tumbling and shaking test

procedures, no shaking test that was tried was sufficiently

destructive to be accurate. A tumbling can was constructed

a one-quart can with the shaft perpendicular to the cylin-

der. This was not sufficiently destructive until some steel

balls were Introduced along with the charge of pellets.

In work done by Oastafson (6), a machine was designed to

test for durability of pellets of many sizes xnd shapes. During

handling* the pellets are physically damaged by the mechanical

actions of the various components. The damaged material is

generally referred to as fines. An analysis of the durability

problem lies In a determination of the nature of the forces

causing pellet damage during handling.

Oastafson states that these forces may be divided into three

general classes; impact, compression, and shear. ipact

forces result In breakage on the surface of the pellet and also

along any natural cleavage planes of the pellet. These forces



result from gravity drops and contact with moving equipment.

The corapressive forces result In the crushing of pellets which

produces more fines. These forces are caused by crushing

betwoen screw conveyor tube and flighting, he shearing foroes

result in abrasion of pellet edges and surfaces. These forces

occ .r when pellets rub against each other or against container

or conveyor walls. With these forces in mind, Gustafson devel-

oped a machine for testing the durability of various tyoes of

pellets and hay wafers.

Smith (10), in the gelcitlnlzation work mentioned above,

reported tests asing an ordinary paint sha&er.

Stegner (12) used a tumbling Jar for the testing of pellet

durability.

OS

Three controlled variables in the pelletln.- process used in

this project included: types of binding agents used, particle

size of grain in each formula, and the amount of steam added.

Three different formulas were used in the pelleting studies but

were not designed as variables. The formulas were turkey

starter, turkey grower, and turkey finisher (Table 1).
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Table 1. Basal rations used In pelletii dies.

: i rkey j ey
'

; - • llents z '.rower : laher

n
7»

30.0 30

1

Un 30. .0
11 Meal .0 15.0

If.O:>ehydrated a Meal ,0

at and Bone Scraps oO £.0
L .0 —

.

around Limestone »5 .0 2.
>hate 2.0 £• ?.Q

fillers ea .0 1.0 1.0
t >» .5 .5

;;arii.n, -emix
fc?

»Q 1 OtO 100.0

statistic -.1 :
*'. -n

A randomised split-plot ejsperiir; design with i^rind as

>le plot and combination levels of a team and binding agents

in sub-plots with two replications was used in making the tests

for ea .taula.

e characteristics of primary interest of each test

included the energy required to pellet and the amount of fines

produced in the laboratory model handling system (described

later). Of secondary interest was tie correlation of different

laboratory devices to the model 1 ng system.

Separate analyses wore run on the three different formulas

formulas were not used as variables).

• shipment of co ium grain was purchased which

would provide en ;rain for three different grinds, ;"'«
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oed sufficient notorial for 9 testa. The 2? different

treatment* consisted of 1 ibinationa of three steam

levels, three grinds, and three different binding agents.

;ents

The basal ration was used as a control against a ration

containing bentonlte and one containing soft phosphate. These

materials were added at the level of $2 pounds per ton each.

partial chemical analysis of these two binding agents is shown

in Tabic /l(a and b) in the appendix.

neness of Grind

The grain, conslstin ;orn find sorghum grain, was ground

to three different finenesses* .Grain ground through a haamermill

ag a screen witfr openings of l/o inch diameter was defined as

fine grind. Grain ground thr< hammenaill using a screen

with openings of 1/fy. inch diameter was defined as medium grind.

Grain crimped in a roller mill w .005 Inch clearance between

rolls was defined as coarse grind, ^hese different grinds

include the range of particle sizes consnonly found in feed mills.

Particle size analysis will be given later.

Conditioning

The amount of steam added was controlled by the temperature

rise of the mash going through the steam conditioner of the

pellet mill. e low temperature rise was 16 C°.» t e medium
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temperature rl3e was 33 C°. t and the high temperature rise was

50 C°. These temperature rises would Include the amount of

steam commonly added In a feed mill using the same pelleting

equipment.

Pelleting Process

Other nolle tine process variables listed by Wornlck (17)

and variables concerning durability were treated In the following

manner*

All mash was mixed In the same equipment for a constunt time

and conveyed to the pellet mill hoi lln ;
bin through the same

eq lpnent insuring a constant relative uniformity in each set of

tests.

Standard sieve analyses were run on all mashes to determine

ingredient particle size; sieve analyses were also run on each

grind of grain.

Steam temperature was constant and steam pressure was

constant at 90 pslg. A condonsate trap was lnol.*ded in the

steam line to improve steam quality*

Wet and dry bulb temperatures were taken at the cooler

before and after cooling oi the pellet . The relative humidity

was tested as a covariate In the statistical analysis, bat was

shown to be non-significant in these 3 tulles.

no moans were available for measuring internal pressures

in the lie. 7 is may be affected by other variables, so there
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was no indication of constant pressure.

The preceding statement also holds true tw internal die

temperatares.

Temperatures were taken of the lash before entering the

die and directly after polietin .

The time t?e feo I was in the die v ried with feed rate and

other factors and was not constant.

The die ased was previously run for a period of time long

enough to polish and smoot'; any rough spots present but not

Ions enoiigh to ssivo die wear.

All mash was pelle^ rough a die 2 inches thick with

3/16 inch diameter op- 2,

nes were not allowed to return to the pellet mill.

Pastors which may be concerned with durability and which

could be controlled wero handled in the following manner.

Knife setting was neld constant at 3A inch and the roll

to die spacing was also held constant at 0.01 inches,

?elletlng Procedure

.

Before each series of tea UO

pounds of ground corn was run through the system to cloan it

t and also warm up the die. Then for each test, 1000 pounds

of mash was aixed and transferred to the pellet mill holding

bin.

After the temperature of the mash was taken the nolle

t

mill w:a8 started. The pellet mill used was a California Waster

Model Pellet 75111 with a standard size conditioning ohamber and
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was driven by a 2£ horsepower motor. Pellets were dumped

directly Into a California Vertical Pellet Cooler, si - ,

by -rrvlty. The cooler was run continually to keep it empty.

The cooling fan was not operated at this time. i-wed rate and

ateam rate were adjusted until the pre-deterinined temperature

rise and maximum production at rated motor load were reached.

Then the cooler conveyor was turned off so that all remaining

pellets would stay in the cooler.

At the same time the power panel waa turned on. BM ^ower

panel waa equipped with a recording wattmeter which gave directly

the amount of en used.

During pelleting, niash temperature and conditioned mash

teraperature were checked to insure a constant temperature rise.

The temperature of the pellets loaving the die w -en at

ttiree intervals. Samples wore taken of the ma3h, conditioned

mas';, and pellets leaving the die for moisture content at two

Intervals. A sample of mash was taken for sieve analysis.

Pelleting v?as continued until tho cooler was fi- to

the normal operating level. Then the pellet mill was turned

off, the power panel read and turned off, and the coolor fan

start. .

ject Ox cooling ?lme on Pellet durability. Preliminary

studios of the effect of coolin time, that is to time that

the coolor fan was in operation, on durability were made.

Hash was pelleted with a temperature rise of 50 C°. f rough

the c indltionor. T! e cooler was Tilled and the cooler fan
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allowed to run for a period of 5 minutes. Then the pellets were

te3tod in the model handling system (described later) and the

amount of fines produced was measured. This procedure was re-

peated using cooling times of 10 and 15 minutes. Moisture

content of the pellets was determined on samples taken before

and after coolln ;. Results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Effect of cooling tl:ie on pellet durability

: Moisture : Moisture :

Cooling Time ; before Cooling i after Coolln:: ; Percent Fines

5 minutes U±*l\. 11 .£ 10.5
10 minutes 14.3 H«° 2'?
15 minutes 11{..5 10*^ o«o

KTora these results, it was decided that a cooling period of

10 minutes could be used. This time corresponds closely to the

time for pellets to enter and leave the cooler in the automatic

operation used in regular production.

The fan was then turned off and the cooler was discharged.

The pellets were o levated to the scalping screen and then flowed

by gravity into the sack-off bin. Fines from the scalper were

sacked off and weighed. The pellets were sacked and welghedj

this weight was used in the calculation of efficiency.

Sampling. All testing of relative durability of pellets

enco.jnters the universal problem of sampling. During the cooling

process, tho location of an individual pellet in the cooler plus

other factors are all variables as far as the final durability
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of an individual pellet la concerned,

Aa a reault, there la aaually a considerable variation

between Backs of pellets. Therefore it is necesaary to eatabliah

con8iatent sampling procedures and to depend upon avera^ea and

compo8ites instead of a single analysis.

To be consiatont in sampling pelleta for laboratory teats,

the following procedure waa u8ed.

Three hundred pounda were sacked off, then four commercial

paper sacks were filled with approximately 60 pounds of pelleta

each* Temperaturea were taken in each paper aack and samples

for moisture teata were taken from the fir8t and third sack by

filling a aample jar off the top of tine aack. The paper sacks

were marked for identification, sewed, and taken to the laboratory,

feet of Storage Time on Pellet Durability, Preliminary

atadies were made to determine the effect of atorage time on

pellet durability.

In this aeriea of tests, the pellets were tested in the

modal handling aystem (deacrlbed later) and the amount of fines

produced indicated the relative durability. Durability tests

were made on pellets taken directly from the cooler, on pellets

that were stored for 2ij. hours in the laboratory, and on pellets

that were stored for ij-b hours In the laboratory. The teata were

replicated three times. The resulta ara shown In Table 3,
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Table 3, ;:ffect of storage time on pellet durability.

Storage Time : Percent rlncs

hours 15*6

2ty.
hour* 14«5

h& Hours 1^ _

These tests showed that any effeota of storing for more

than 2k hours on durability of pellets was negligible. From

3e studies tiie storage time was set at 2^. hours before any

testing was done in ttie laboratory.

Laboratory Tests

Before describing the laboratory tests, the term "fines"

as used in the study must be defined, with 3A6 inch diameter

pellets, any material passing through a 6-mesh screen (36

openings per square inch) was designated as fine « hese

openings are Just saaller than the nominal pellet diameter of

3/l6 inc •

Model Handling System, The first test run In the laboratory

was in the model handling system shown In Fig. 1. Ihiw apparatus

consisted or a bucket elevator 8 feet from boot to head running

at a linear velocity of 2Sk *••* P*** minute, a hopper with a

slide valve 6 inches in diameter, and a screw conveyor 6 inches

in diameter and 3,5 feet long inclined at 30 degrees with the

horizontal and revolving at 130 revolutions per minute. The

clearance between screw tube and flighting was 15/32 inch radi-

ally. The elevator discharge was equipped with a swivel spout
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which could be turned to emptying position or to the operatir

position where the pellets would drop by gravity into the hopper.

From there the pellets emptic h the slide valve into the

screw conveyor which, in turn, complete! the cycle by discharging

into tne bucket elevator.

The only damaging forces on a pellet in a bucket elevator

occur when the pellet is pickoa up in the boot and discharged at

the head. In a gravity drop, the amount of :t on the pellet

is proportional to the height from which it drops (6).

asic image in a screw cc p is proportional to the

length Of the conveyor.

The pellets encountered the thru es of forces mentioned

before) impact foroes during the ity fall and the fall ist

the conveyor flight and moving bucket ipressive forces ">7hen

• pellets are crushed between conveyor fli? -all,

and abrasive forces when the pellets rub against e r and

against the conveyor wall and hopper wall.

,ch sample sack was screened on * ij-atesh screen to remove

all fines. Fifty pounds were weighed and dumped into the hopper.

The elevator an oyor were started and allowe I to run 10

minutes, recycling the pellets, After this pari 3 the

elevator and conveyor were turned off and the el iacharge

spout turned to emptying position. 'Vhe equipment was started

in and the pellets and fines emptied into a con= op

bottoms on the elevator and conveyor facilitate i cle ning

t after each test.



Tlie material was nd acreene i i^-aieab screen.

Itae feeling here was t :*ines -resent would readily pass

ia screen and ^.t& would remain, this

procedure was to "liminst need p.11

material on the ar which waa used next* a material

passing 4"alssV- ocr^en waa t en scree -meah

screen by use minute.

tead of measurl! at fines pr \ directly,

^t of material, w

material remaining on the 6-nu rwen« waa wei b*

?ted from the original $0 pounda to determine the amount of

fines ced. This was to i
-saible . oases

other losses due to It waa felt that

lets would be loat because of poor clc t of the ayatem.

s teat was . «a sacks of each lndiv atiag

test to obtain an average value*

It Mere that screen iecea

l 6-mesh screen in r a p' of

one-half minute produced no farther redaction ilets to

fines,

ling Car .,- e laboratory testa was the

can shown In indred is of pellets,

from which s had been removed, were placed in xn

alon-; with twenty )/ s. The can was then

revolved for a period of 10 tea at a speed of 100 revolutions

per* minute. The contents ware removed, the nuts taken , and
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the material screened on %o-Tap for one-half minute. The

fines produced were measured and recorded,

'lin^ Tar, A third test was the tumbling jar device,

also shown In "..">. In preliminary studios, It was observed

that 1200 grams of 3/l6 Inch diameter pellets was the optimum

amount to place In the Jar at the speed of rotation used (1

revolutions per minute). With more than 1?00 grams, the pellets

would not tumble but rather moved to the periphery of the Jar

and rotated with the Jar. With less than 1200 -rams the pellets

would lie on the bottom and slide on the Jar; arain no tumbling

occurred. The jar was rotated for 30 minutes, the material

removed, screened on the ^o-Tap on the 6-mesh screen for one*

half minute and the amount of fines produced weighed and

recorded.

rfcrmhand Machine. The Farmhand testing apparatus, shown

in Pig. 3, was used by the procedure of Gustafson (6) with the

exception that a period of 1|. minutes was employed instead of

the one minute porlod used in the original work, ^he ^nlt of

durability was percent fines produced.

Stokes HaMness Tester. For transverse compression

te3ti'j , t e Stokes Hardness Tester was used. This consisted

of a calibrated spring pressing on the frustrum of a cone whose

tip diameter was 0.?3 inches. This tip bore on the cylindrical

surface of t^e pellet which, In t :rn, was supported on the

opposite side by a plate O.Jj.6 Inches wide. The pressure was



reguL tc:i by tneena of a screw turned by hand to compress the

sprlr .

3ach pelletln ' tost, la pellets were tested and the

average value was tw in correlation. The unit of durability

was stress in pounds per square inc .

Pneumatic T'ardne3 3 :>r. It has been suggested th

^e is a r - liform 1 whan us stokes tester as

a result of turning the screw at a varylnr rate and also because

of making one idle and

another 4
. sate is non-un\ /ing

the load, a pneumatic h<*rdnes3 tester was developed, lg. i{.,

where air preasure loaded the piston at a unlfom rate* I tip

whose diameter was 0*2$ '. was pressed against the pellet

Lay c inches square. A pressure gauge

b the tine of fracture of the pellet* rs

again alt of durability is stress in pounds per soaar©

inc .

,
' :

- . BJ uatic syste. , 3t

od and Is r , ules were drilled in the

three plates, .

H.o insert t ease but

"_1 enou^i to allow only a tolerable amount of bwfl . Tie

outer two plates were fixed and the center plate connected to

a movable piston. Sixteen pellets were inserted and by applying

pressure to lb* center plate at a uniforra rate until the pellets

', r stress could be calculated in pounds per

square inc- .



EXPLANATION I

pig. ] . tt 1 handling syatc

. ?• Photo -raph of turablir '
'

ibling jar (ri jit).

Fig. 3» Photograph of Farmhand machine,

i . if. PnotO(.praph of pneumatic hardness tester*

> 5. Photograph of 3 '-.ear tester.
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FIG. I

FIG. 5

FIG. 2

^P
FIG. 3

FIG. 4
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Bsam Test* A device test:. Hots as beams was bui.

aeter pellet produced .

ie of accuracy was too smell to usega.p readings that the degree

this teat*

llnal

pression was tried by

s pellets were sanded until

Hie same problem t

was encountered in these test

donod.

Hie preceding tests were

-

a between two s.

ends were plane and parallel*

ilenberger (8) experienced

test was aban-

on one shipment of each formula,

so that Si points weri rrela* .

After observing the correl a of t rent types

apparatus and the wase o t seemed desirable to try

on pellets taken iirecti still

;# samples were taken from the pellet mill an same

Ing can prooedure use

cuts

The shape e bentmite particles as photo ted by

; electron >e is shown in Fig* 6 and that of the soi

ph tides is Shown in . 7« bentonite la

posed of montaorilUnite particles (a: are plate

disc shaped. hute is ,e #
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kaolinite, and nontniorilliriltc. *lloysite (arrow 1 in

upper left-hand corner) was cylindrically shaped. *:ic kaolinlte

(arrow 2 in upper left-hand corner) was hexagonal and disc

shaped. The montmorillinite particles (arrow in upper right-

hand corner) were also disc shaped.

density, as determined in an air displacement appa: ,

was 2.33 grama/c^bic centime tor for bentonite and 2. r-nms/

c bic centimeter for soft phosphate.

inenoss of irind

Mi particle size analysis by sieving on a - > shaker,

the linenee ..JLus and Modulus of jniformity (1) of each -rind

of .jrain was calculated; results are shown in Table

Table 4» inoness Modulus and Modulus of Jniformity of
the three i of corn and niilo.

Lad : Train : Tineness : Standard : Modulus of
:

•
: Ion : nifo

Pine Torn 2.14 .050
io .01 .104 .-6

0-6-4"edium .69 .164
2. .162 0-

"oars. Corn 3.95 ,8.2 -;-i
Milo 3.>^ •no 1-8-1

Mash Particle Size

Within one grind in a formula, the addition of bentonite or

soft phosphate did not cha; • values of fineness 3 or
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• &• leotron mioroac. -prapii of
bentonlt* particles magnified
29*600 tirwt.
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PLATE II



HXFLAHA*IO» Op FLAW! III

• 1 • .lee. Ioro3cope photo ^aph of
soft phosphate pnrtlol.es magnified

) times.
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PLATE III



Modulus of oTiiforaity si -.autl-j from that of the b onl

ration. Table f? shows the ave for Fineness Rsdulu*

and Modulus of uniformity for each grind wf ~:rain in each of

the three form

ble 5. Fineness Modulus and Modulus cf uniformity of
mash.

Formula

Tur?
Starter

r Wtf

Turk
nlsher

Tind

"oarse

ne
tedium

*?lne

rse

eneaa idard j Modulus of
•»0'--

: r ;

P. 14
F.3;

.o«3

.153

.073

.066

.046

.111

0-4-6
-

1-5-4

- .-6

1-6-3

-3-7
- -

1-6-3

Conditioning

m the moisture tests it was found that tho percent of

molr.' ^o • r 1 was prr temperature vlr.c c^ the

•J -
•*• 'loner. ! :cn3*Ir> i3

wn in '

.

Teoperuture Us ie

The temperature- rises of the materi trou$i the die

were averaged for each formula for < I '.oraperature

rise iJc e to condition!!- . cs Its ar< n in Table 6.
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16 33

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

50

FIG. 8. PLOT OF PERCENT MOISTURE ADDED AGAINST

TEMPERATURE RISE OF MASH THROUGH

CONDITIONER.
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Table 6. Temperature rise through die,

it.
1

,,,
1

. ::;: r - ":":,:;

: tperature Rise : Tempera tare Rise
PMptaala ; thry:.-.,/jh Conditioner : through :.>le

Turkey 16 C°. 13 C°.
rter 33 C u . 10

16
33
50

c°.

16
33
50

16
33
50

o

C°.

Turkey 16 C°. 19 C°.
33 C°. 11 °.

5 i

Turkey 16 C°. 2k °.

tsher 33 C°. Ik C°.
o7 c

These were correlated with the average energy consumed

within one formula at the three different steam levels over all

combinations of grinds and binding agents, and the linear

coefficient of correlation was 0«9#4» By determining the

specific heat of the mash going into the die, it may be possible

to determine from the temperature rise going f die,

the energy actually required to compress and to extrude the

material through the die.

Pelleting Process

Shown in Table 7 are the average energy requirements of the

tree individual tests for each treatment within each formula.

In Table are the average percentages of fines produced in the

model handling system for the same tests.

The statistical treatment for the turkey starter data is

shown in Table 9» that for turkey grower in Table 10, and that
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for turkey finisher in Table 11. A rejection level of $ percent

was used in all treatments.

To determine significant differences at the 5 percent level

between /grinds of grain, levels of steam added, and the bindi-

\t used, a table of means a east Significant Differ-

ences for these tables are shown in Table 12.

Graphs of all interactions are shown in 1 -res 9 tfor

15.

Pricey ."tarter. rom the statistical treatment of the data

for turkey starter, effects on pellet durability and energy

required to pellet due to ^rlnd of grain cculd not be detected

because of the variability within the grinds. Pellet durability

increased significantly with increased steam levels, while the

energy requirements decreased significantly with an increase in

level of steam. It was observed that pellet durability increased

lificantly from the control ration to the ration containing

b phosphate to the ration containing bentonlte. There was no

si -nificant difference in energy consumption between the ration

with bentonlte and the control ration, but the ration with soft

phosphate used significantly more energy to pellet than either the

control or bentonlte rations.

The grind by steara interaction showed that at the low steam

level the aash containing finely ground grain required the least

energy to pellet. At the medium steam level there was no differ-

ence, while at the high steam level, the pellets contain:
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Table 7, F.nergy requirements for pelleting (KWH per ton).

:

ntule J

1
•

C-rind :

Pemperatare
Rise

! Agent
: control jBentonitejSor

13.0

t Phospnave

15."Turkey Pine 16 c°. 13.4
arter 33 c°. 9.3 9.6 10.3

50 c°. 7.6 7.9 3.0

Medium 16 c°. 16.2 15.1 16.2
33 c°. 5« 9. 10.6
50 c°. ,i 94 8.1

Coarse 16 c°. 15. 15.5 16.0

33 C°. 9.6 10.3 10.5
50 c°. 7.5 7.5 7.6

Turkey Fine 16 c°. 16< lk*$ 16.7
10.6Grower 33 c . 94 104

50 c°. 7.1 74 7.6

Medium 16 c°. 15." 15.0 11^.8

33 c . 10.3 3.8 10.1
50 c°. T#l 8.0 7.7

Coarse 16 £« 15.5 15.1 14.7
33 c°. 9.5

74
10.

G

10.7
50 c°. 9.1 7.2

Turkey Fine 16 c°. .1 174 13.0
Finisher 33 c . 11.0 12.1 11.9

50 c°. *$ 11.1 9.0

Medium 16 c°. lM 17.8 17.3
11433 c . 10.9 11.5

50 c°. 8.3 10.0 9.9

Coarse 16 c°. 16.6 16.3 174
33 Co. 10.9 11.1 11. P

50 c°. 9.1 10.? 8.9
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Table 8. Percent fines produced in model handling system.

•
•

Formula : Grind :

^nperatare
Rise

•
• iding A it

: 'ontrdl :
1 snt .: ... i ft Phosphate

Turkey Pine 16
~o

• 28.1 19.9 23.7
Starter 33 "o- 16.6 10.1 13.3

50 0°. 11.1 6.7 10.7

Medium 16 -,o
.3 21.6 24.8

33 C «' lo.l 12.0 15.7
50 n°. 14.0 7.3 12,

Coarse 16 C o- .3 16.1 18.7

33 174 10.7 13.7
50 C°. 10.4 7.9 IO.4

Turkey Pine 16
°o-

23.6 19.3 214
r-ower 33 CI«

I4.I 11.2 15.3
50 "°. 11.4 7* 9.1

Medium 16 r
n'

.8 20.5 2^.1
33 r

n- 4 13.3 4.9
50 C°. 11.0 7.1 10.3

Coarse 16 Cn-
2k.$ 20.8 21.8

33 C n' 18.3 ik.8 15.

50 C°. 11.9 M 11.3

Turkey
Finisher

Pine 16
33

294
16.9

214
12.2

23.7
17.7

50 °. 12.5 .8 10.7

Med 16 * 294 28.1 25.3

33 c «- 22.1 13.6 15.5
50 r:°. 4.2 9.2 11.8

Coarse 16
33 c°.

294
21.7

P3.0

1*4
2l|..7

20.3
50 0*. 13.0 10.1 12.8
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Table . 'tatisticai tr it for turkey starter data.

I
*

d.r.

*
•

•:
. aare

Source of Variation : • es ^,:-/ mon

Hhole Plot
Shipments (S) 2 33.60 ns 9.53 ns
fiaA (a) 2 56.65

43.4a
ns 6. ns

3 x >r a) k 2.19

Sub-Plot
;;eam (B) 2 1151.30

'36.44
-;;••; -:;- 365.99 it*

Binding Agent (C) 2.99 *
X B 4 16.09 Ti- 3.

a

^>

X C 4 49 ns 1.66
1 C

1
4..17 ns •54 ns

A X E X C 1. ns •$S ns
ror b ¥, 4.93 •$9

Total 30

na - non-significant • • P< .0$
mm - p<.oi
•#• - P<.U01

Table 10. Statistical treatment for turkey grower data.

•

'".v'TiaiJ.:======
*
• Jtmmm

,",, ',,-.1,,.. ,f " -, ,„:

—

Square
Source of Variation : Utt : i Pines KWF/Tor .

1c plot
Shlpsaenta ( S } 2 91.66 Ml 1.29 ns
-lnd (A) 2 10.62 ns .03 1

S x A (Lrror a) 4.23 .34

Sub-Plot
Steam (B) 2 1260.56 I -;:•;. 4lii.l2 Ml
Binding Agent (C) 150.05 pri *" 0.59 ns

x B 4 14.56 © 1.05 ns
B X C 4 11.02 ns 1.37 ns
A X C

it

Mj ns I.69 •
x B x C 4.69 ns 1.05 ns
rror b m 4.30 .54

Total so

ns - non-significant .- .05
P<- .01
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Table 11. Statistical treatment for turkey finisher data.

:
I
* Mean square

Source of Variation : d.f. : 71 / non

le Plot
Shipments (S) 2 29.6? na 10.32 ns
-•ind ( 2 22.56 ns .62 ns
:< A ( rror a) k 19.97 .

Sub-Plot
Steam (B) 2 1450*99 453.18

2.3?

fl IM
Binding Agent (c) 2 205.53 •{•-::-:•• MM

a c 1
7.

15.07
ns ns

1

1

A X C

1
6.72 ns .: ns

A X B X C 6.21 ns ns
ror b 5.32 .53

Total 30

ns - non-significant «• - p<.05
*# - P<.01

- <..001
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iuia

Starter lb
33
50 r0

n

;.. 3 : Percent

15.09
9.97
7.95

. 92
llfo

10. 34

1.22

>rlnd
1*1ne
Medium
Coarse

1047
11.
11.06

1.120 15.58
17.
14.39

4.9b

T . °_ ";ent

Bentonite
Soft Phosphate

10.74
10.39
11.3

4?3 lb .60
12.69
15.90

1.22

Turkey Steam

33
50 c°.

1541
10.
7.70

403 23.50
15.13
9.96

1.20

3rind
ne
ium
rse

11.12
11.06
11.12

.140 1546
16.59
16.53

1.54

Binding Agent
~T£rol 1Q^
atonite 11*23

Soft Phosphate 11.12

4.03 18.55
13.04
16 c

Turkey
dsher 16 C°.

33 c°.
50

17.29
11.33
9-44

.395 26.04
17.39
11.46

1.26

rind
Vine
Medium
Course

13.01
12.67
12.3t3

1.220 17.21
18.
IB.80

3.30

gent

Bentoni t©
Soft Phoap i

13.05
12.77

.395 21.16
15.66

.07

1.26

-ast Significant difference
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es

CO -

k ± JL

MEDIUM

FINE

COARSE

J.

5016 33

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

FIG. 9. GRIND BY STEAM INTERACTION FOR TURKEY

STARTER.

5 2
BENTONITE

SOFT PHOSPHATE
CONTROL

Pv ± ±
5016 33

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

FIG. 10. STEAM BY BINDING AGENT INTERACTION FOR

TURKEY STARTER.
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C^i-

*/» CO

&S —

— MEDIUM— FINE

COARSE

J. J. J.

V 16 33 50

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

FIG. 11. GRIND BY STEAM INTERACTION FOR TURKEY

STARTER.

cs

«/» 5?

«o -

a

— MEDIUM— FINE

COARSE

±
16 33 50

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

FIG. 12. GRIND BY STEAM INTERACTION FOR TURKEY

GROWER.
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MEDIUM
FINE

COARSE

B

BINDING AGENT

SP

ko

FIG. 13. GRIND BY BINDING AGENT INTERACTION FOR

TURKEY GROWER.

o 2.

c*

Mr

SOFT PHOSPHATE— CONTROL
BENTONITE

x x
16 33 50

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

FIG. 14. STEAM BY BINDING AGENT INTERACTION FOR

TURKEY FINISHER.
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oo
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— ©

>o

cs

SOFT PHOSPHATE
CONTROL
BENTONITE

oo}-

FY ± ±
16 33

TEMPERATURE RISE (C.°)

50

FIG. 15. STEAM BY BINDING AGENT INTERACTION FOR

TURKEY FINISHER.
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coarsely least en:- . At 1

u le ore was no di. Lty

of pellets res di ant gr

at w steam level, ft grain p

liet«

e low and tttedium steam levels, the so te

-.'ie raost energy, while there was see

In energy requirements a an na

ite and so ^gh steam level.

JL ft*'"~jwer+ Ir treatm*. y

grower, nee again the « on pellet durability or ener

requirements due to t be detected* The

ability increase ly as steam level Increased

energy requirements decreased significantly. Dura-

bllity of pellets increased from the 1 rat o the soft

pho e ration to the bentonlte rat hlle energy require-

*ta were non-s icanti ferent. Pelleting of mash

fine! somed the most energy when

soft phosphats was used. With medium ere was

significant iifference in energy requirements ror i »ol,

bentonite, or soft phosphate r a. when coarsely
?

grain war at eneryy to pellet was required

ben e was added.

In pelletit tgh steam level, there was

difference in durability filets containing fine, medium*

or course ground grain. Pellets containing finely rid
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grain were the most durable when made at the medium steam level,

while at the low steam level, pellets containing coarsely ground

ain were the most durable*

Turkey ;tnisher. In the statistical treatment of turkey

finisher, the effect of grind of grain on energy requirements

or pellet durability not be detected, as in the starter

and grower rations, the more steam added, the e dura-

bility and the lower the energy requirements. The addition of

bentonite or soft phosphate to the rati n increased ener

requirements over the :he control rati < "he addition of

bentonite increased durability significantly more than the

addition of soft phosphate, but both agents gave greater dura-

bility than the control.

At the low and medium steam lovels, there was no significant

difference in ener^f requirements among the control, bentonite,

and soft phosphate rations. At the high steam level, the ration

containing bentonite require.; the most energy for pelletln .

At the low steam level, pellets with bentonite and pellets

with soft phosphate were the most durable, while at the medium

and high steam levels, the pellets with bentonite were the moat

durable.

Pellet Durability "'eating

The results obtained by use of the various apparatus to

test pellet durability are shown In Table A?, in the appendix.
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As atated before, each test was correlated with the model

handling system. The linear correlation coefficient was com-

puted for each test (Table 13). A correlation coefficient of

1.00 would be perfect correlation.

*able 13. Correlation coefficients of laboratory devices
with mode.' system.

Laboratory Device Correlate ->..

Tumbling Can »9lj.9

•ihand Machine • 9t|ij.

Pneumatic Hardness Tester »o39
Tumbling Jar .798
Stokes Hardness Tester .78k
Shear Teat .7?6

The relationship between the tumbling ean and the model

idling system is shown in Fig. 16 as an example.

Hot pellets taken directly from the die and tested in the

ibling can, gave the results shown in Table A3 in the appendix.

The linear correlation coefficient with the Model handling

ayatem, was calculated as .9b7; this relationship i3 shown in

Pig. 17. ''hese values were compared with values of stored

pellets tested in the tumbl 7 nd the correlation coeffi-

cient was .970.

The two devices with the hlghaat corr MB coefficients,

the tumbling can and I irmhand machine, were devices that

tested a larger number of pellets than the pneumatic hardness

test, shear test and the Stokes tester. The tumbling jar also

tested a relatively la mber of pellets, but the a o€
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</»

10 20 30 40

% FINES IN MODEL HANDLING SYSTEM

50

FIG. 16. PLOT OF PERCENT FINES PODUCED IN TUMBLER

CAN ON PELLETS STORED FOR 24 HOURS AGAINST

PERCENT FINES PRODUCED IN MODEL HANDLING

SYSTEM.
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l/t

«/»

10 20 30 40

% FINES IN MODEL HANDLING SYSTEM

50

FIG. 17. PLOT OF PERCENT FINES FROM TESTING OF HOT

PELLETS IN TUMBLING CAN AGAINST PERCENT

FINES PRODUCED IN MODEL HANDLING SYSTEM.



»a obtained was too •mail t ove and measure accurately.

., the pellots tested in. the Farmhand machine ar ng

can were alses -h&pea a>. a range

an any fc rem; screen to the

cylin jrt: Lets ap

tesv o ?nt^ is tester, ber,

ea teste pellets at least l/? it* og

be Tore they c be teste..

Ho comparison waa made between the thrt ferent formulae

bllity or energy r jmente. Teats were

made to determine If any die v; * B» first

test run '*a« made on turkey starter with no

kg agent, at the level, fhe second teat was the

pellc turkey starter at the lorn

•teum level. After all tests were when a total of

a or mo ;t and st-

tea ts were rep , The r 9 are shown in ^able l4»

Table ll^. fffect of die wear ?iletinr performance,

MM"•'•*
percent f

i n 11 11 1
h i' 1 1 ! " " > """" " * "* "" *

I (original) »09
(repetition) • 9*00

Lnal) ?9.3 lb*
(repetition) lo.O 1;'.

system*
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These results Indicated that die wear might have been

present, as all other conditions were replies ted to a substantial

degree of accuracy. There can be no true comparison of the

energy requirements or pellet durability among the three for-

Results of the Investigation sh wed that, due to the great

variability within in, tffeot* on the energy re-

quired to pellet or on pellet durability cod; not be detected.

Previous investigators had expressed foe opinion that the finer

the grind, the better the pellet durability,

lhe general procedure in industry Is to add as much steam

as possible to improve durability ' nd to reduce energy con-

sumption. Results from this study confirm the value of this

procedure.

No ttempt Is made here to evaluate the economic justifi-

cation for the addition of binding agents, as the improvement

of durability cannot be expressed as yet In monetary values.

In this study, bentonite was added at the 2 1/2 percent

level. Higher levels mi
;
$ht further improve durability, but

more work is neede aterraine this, -ower levels ml$it

improve durability sufficiently to be justifiable.

In testing pellet durability, It was shown that use of a

device whic- tests relatively I numbers of pellets will

give the best correlation with the model handling system.

?ever, this factor must be combined with the ease of testing.
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If a device is to be used for staking a quality control test, it

must be of laboratory scale a /squire a small amount of

time and work to opera

t

3 tumbii : to test pellets taken directly from

die will give a qu ate indication of pellet

durability. This will give t Hot mill operator an indic.:-

t'.m of what variables t :iqq Ib bo improve durability

at the time or , la test may be correlated wit:

test3 run on pellets which are leaving the warehouse, "rom this

rlson, ' I durability pellets may be closely

estima ,com testing of hot pellets.

can gave better correlation to the model

handling systr :okes tester which is ased extensively

In the feed Industry. Several o vdness testers have

been developed to allow a quick check of pellet durability.

:^e again, the pellets tested must be long enough to test, and

testing of a large number of pellets would take a considerable

amount of time.

It should be noted e results obtained in pelleting

l turkey rations are not necessarily typical of all formulas.

investigation of all the variables in the pelleting

process will require extensive work. fh« three variables

Investigated here should give a good basis for t'-e future study

of the other variables.
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In evalu&t usability tea tin- de Ices, it waa a* own

that in teatin r pellet durability, devices wtoiah tested

relatively large numbers of pellets gave the be3t indication of

pellet durability. - the eonsldc variation ar-.ong

pellets, the devices which tested individual pellets did not

give as accurate an indication of pellet durability as those

which tested many pellets, The teat with the tumbling can

gave a correlation coefficient of .949 with the model handling

system, (hat with the Lna a .944, and that wl

the ti •, . ,')G # The individual pellet testers and the

correlation coefficients obtained by their use were: the Stokes

tester, .7&J.J pneumatic h-rdness tester, »b39$ and the shear

tester, .726.

The tu-nbling can, testing pellets taken directly from

the die, gave the bes' correlation wl

I

wndling

ayatera, with a coc icient of .967.

In the pelleting studies, It wis found that the hi

steam level require J approximately 6 KIT' /fori leas to pellet

and reduced the amount of fines produced in the model handling

system In c -marison with that obtained at the medium steam

level. 1h« MftuBt of Tines produced from the pellets made at

the medium steam level amounted to 16 percent while pellets

made at th<*. steam level produced only lu percent fines.

The mt steam level uaed 2 KlY5 ;/Ton less to pellet than to



low steaa level and p ca l6 percent as compared to

• the low steaa level.

eness o: I no effeot, tf! Id be

or ener -y re- W

pel g« This was due to the la: liability within grinds.

[

>1

ration, whiio . t of be:- p decrwaMd the

Laos -cent a j .

it,

oaslble -, '•
: variables cannot be o ^ed

be - '-ely..:-..

•is

^Its oate that:

1. Te grind of grain had no significant effect, w ,lch

.Id be detected, on energy required to pellet or on

pellc ibiiity.

2. fiM high stc.t level, which corrc od to & i

atare rlso of $o ::°

.

, raduoad energy

the energy required to pellet at the medium steam

level, correso .mded to a temperature rise

JJ C°« The median steam level showed the sane trc

with respect to the low steam level, corresponded

a temperature r\ P 16 C°. 'Hie me Itaaa level

incrc irability of t" e pellets over that of
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of s& stea.ii level. Durability w ^re&sed

at ,-efore, t e aore steara that

was added, the I cons^ied during pelleting

and ti ability,

3. :ioft phosphate improved durability ove. \trol

1tonit r itnprov ^ability over

soft phosphate. . ..*eaients were not ti il -

icantly different.

.r . valuation of durability testing devices showed that

aevlces which ge correlation wi '

the nodi system were ones which tested a

relatively large n :lieta.

5. Tag tual can test, tea tin;'; both pellets taken

..rectly I ltt« die and pellets that were stored for

•o, gavi I S highest correlation v; nodel

-ing system.



Some of the pelleting process variables which possibly

may have an Important effect upon pellet ty and also

upon energy requirements inc.

1. Roll to die spaci:

Afferent levels of binding agents

•

3. Internal die temperatures and pressures.

I4.. different types of t i»#

5. nie thickness,

6. Die hole georsetry.

7» Additional coniltionln .

:

;.ire study of those? factors may help to make the

pellrt o-ocess more an It hM been in the

past*
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Table /1(a). Partial cheraic. analysis ite.*

t

ilea {v.i.
2 ) 61}.. 3?

.rnlna (Aljft)) 20.1k

KMpfif *iPi) 3.03

Ferrous ,-xide (PeO) M
oaphoric Aoid (P_0r-)

z >
.01

Lime (CaO) .52

Magnesia (MgO) P. 30

da (NaO) i«59

Potash (K
?0) .39

Sulfur (30-j) .35

* - Manufacturer's data

ble Al(b). Partial chemical lysis of soft phosphate.*

Minimuin Calcium (Ca) 15.00

Maximum Calcium (Ca) ,00

Minimum Phosphorus (?) 9.00

Maximum Fluorine (F) 1.

* • Guaranteed Tag nalysis



Table |2« lesults of laboratory testa.

Tost el Ptttusatlc NiSBi
. in illng

-a tea
oss Test rdnsss Test

: nes Tensile stress Tensile stress
(i>3i) (psi)

1 10.6 265 251
2 20.6 169 1

I
27 .0 190 1

lk«2 231 1

i
9.6 }6 251
5. 316

I
I'v

.

192
12.- %

9 .2 V li

10 15 .

9

231 19o
li 24., 20k 169
12 10.6 2V 267
l} 19.6 I06 190
Ik 12.0 .2 2?

15 13.2 209 'k

16 7.6 275
17 21.0 ?2\ 4

.2 16 165
19 15.6 2kP 214
20 7.5 30 3
21 19.2 193

11.8 ;0

23 I0.6 202 201

4 13.2 237 11

25 li+o 260 80
26 X7.5 233 21k

17627 22.6 165
15.6 \o 1

30
.6

23.6
10.4

13
li: 166

31
3?

1 179

i
23.5
11. 1}.

ii+6

12
15
269

35 Xd«2 7 7
36 164

33.6
196 175

37 123
161194

u
lii 192
23. l\ 155

kl 29.0 M 163
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Table ed)

.

Toat ol .somatic Stokes
No. Handling

Sya torn

Hardness Test _ .Inesa Test

% Fines Tensile stress
(psi)

Tensile stress
(psi)

k$ l...u 166 l&t

TT
7.0

17«
;o

1
231
166

&? l?. 234 21
46 12,2 £ 203
0-7 11.1 157 160

6,2 m 2a2
160|9 2^4 15k

50 27.0 152 160
51 15.2 1 Id?
52 13- c % 192
53 32.0 107 156
50- 10.1 J

3 ?35
55 21 . Q 135- \U
56 17-5 ,6 Mi

26657 .5 j 9
ill22.0 176

59 26.0 103 136
60 •5 175- 200
61 13.0 172 ?3i
6? 23- 11 168

f£
12.0 202 ?:

33. 10 I-7
-

65 26.0 113 151
66 U4..O 160 115
67 32.0 112 173
63 16.0 147 171
69 O 231 253
70 32.5 127 16?
71 18.0 143 169
12 13.0 21 132

g
. 192 1,

.0 153 iky
75 23 lp 13S
76 27.5 U+.0 166
77 .0 151 135
7o 13.0 *»*•*» «.—

79 .5 100 114
00 M «•
ol 15.5 196 179
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Table kZ ( continue d )

.

Teat Shear Test Tumbling ibling Farmhand
>« •Tar Can Machine?

Shear Stress $ Pines # Pines % Fines
(pal)

i 316 1.33 7.o 23.6
2 260 1.25 20.0 36.9

32.6I
27
3-

2,00
1.

31.
13.2

5 373 .03 6.0 24.0
6 466 .50 3.6 17.9

I
307 1.75 1^.8 35.6
373 1. 4 25.1

9 316 2.- 13.0 4
10 344

31&
up 13.6

44^911 2. 27.0
12 373 i.i>;.. 7.0

16.0
25.

34

3 2.1 J 34.1
333
3^4

i#06 8.6 4
2b.15 I.67 0.

16 1.00 5. 21.4
1? 307 1.. 21.0 384
18 m !• 30.2 46.0
19 m 1.50 11. 33.1
20

326
•67

4«
.8

21 1.67 34.3
22 391 1. 7.6 25.9

Ik
373
316

2.00
1.

15.4
9*4

37.0
27.1

2
$ 316 1. io4 30.7

4^26 JJ 1.17 .0
27 2.00 20.0 51

1. 12.q. ?£<
?.i? .0

30 .

! .00 •4 37.7
31 Jl 1.^3 21. 39.9
3

,.

6.0 21.2
33 87 1. •4 .9
A 326 1.25 74

13.6
24.I

3
?

3^6 U92 33.2
36 ,17 12.2 2-;.i
37 2j?l 3.17 3,-. 48.9
3- 307 2*50

1.67
16.0 334

3 9.0 23.7
2b 1.63 24..0 41.0

41 2.00 33. 4S.o
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Table A2 (concluded).

Test Shear Te3t lbling Tumbling
No. Jar Can Machine

Shear Stres3 % Fines ies
(psl)

k* 2 1. 10. 27.5

W \&
.75 21,

^4 1.67 ii. 30.1

w 307 1. n 25.
46 307 1.25 23

1.. 17.0 33.3
391 4. I0.3

49 21 1.50
1.67

21. 37.6
44.550 <'9

51 335 L.l 11. 29 i

52 307 .75 .6 24.7
46.3

i
ion .17 37.
344 1.03 u 22.6

§
279 1.33 .2 36.1
?51 1.00 13.

4.
32.1

§7 401 . l2 19 c

58 326 .92 20. 37.8
43.1f9 307 1.00 •4

6.60 3- . 22,
61 2. .50 7.6 25.
6? 27 .7 22. 39.3

i
3;-

1.
,54
4c.

22.7
50.6

65 260 I.03 21. .3
26.166 8 .67 8.'

£
7 204 1.17 37. 5?'

232 .50 10. 31.6
69 419 .25

jfcfr
17.6

70 307 1.G3 51.7
71 279 1.50 12. 33.7

.672 373 1. 7.4

S
307 •S3 7.0

16.0
.3

279
269

1.17 3- -

75 2.67 17.6 30.k
76 326 2. 26.. 3o«

1
26 1.75

1.67
22.0
7.6

3?'
24,

223 2.33
5c

43 -

20.9
bl 307 10. 3v
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Table a3« Rea -Its 1of tumbling can testa on pellets taken
directly ->m the die iftd stored pellets.

ling System ; Can mbling Can
(Stored pellets) lets)

Lues # Pine

3

fo Fines

15.0 3.6 8.6

10.5 5.6 .?

.0 104 13«
17
5-

4
.5

15'

4

19.6
11.0

.0
a.o

15

1

10

,

17. 12.fi 14.

15.5 104 124
22.5
4

19.2 25.0

ft 7.?
13.0 ,0 114
13*6 9.0 12.0

12.5 a 9.6
6.6 5.2

27.0
9.0

•k 25.
6.6

19^6 17.0

26.
104

.8

12,
26.6

. 6. .0

18,0 V- .0

.3 b 5*2
15.5 12.0 104
12.0 74

5*6
4c

10.0

9.
7«

6.0
$•2
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tta sheet fof rability test I- .

Test Huniber
| ar • an
i J-nes : ies

J t Percent ; a t pero;

Pig. /J. Saraple data sheet Tor durability testing.
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pounds ; Percent : n s : Percent
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no of the tai sd ma: iy la to

fch to withstand

bar from the feed mill to the consumer Wl

pellets too hard for the in I ~se. 1 Lilt} to withstand

ha: . ; without breakage is defined as "pellet durability' «

The first objective of this investigation was to -is terrains

what I three variables; fineness or ,:rind o in, aaount

of steam added in conditi , \nd the addition of bindi

3, would have on the pellet . bility ittd also the ener
:

required to pellet*

The second objective was the ev devices and

methods pellet durability which are used in industry

and research.

Tho formulas pelleted were turkey starter, turkey grower,

and turkey finisher. Thre< arent finenesses of grind on

corn and mllo were used and these were defined as: coarse

grind which was grain cr in a roller mil'!., medium grind

Loh was grain jround i a 1/4. inch screen in a hammeraill,

an. grind which was grain ground ft l/d inch screen

in a I .11

«

Bentonite oft phosphate v*ere adasd as binding agents

©eked against the basal ration. The binding agents wers

added at the level of 52 po psr ton of mash eac .

:*ee levels of steam were used and wez*e controlled by the

temperature rise of the mash goir conditioner. The



high toniperatare rise was 50 C°. a 3, re

to

2*7 percent moisture to the , 7/ ile the low ,re rise

was 16 C°« and added 1, to the m&;

-letlns was done wit rnia Master Model Pellet

Kill using a die 2 inches in thickness with 3/l6 inch uiameter

holes.

Damaged pellet material is ..sually referred to as "fines .

In this st flats" was de aterial

i pass - i 3creen. IhS openin a

- lesh screen are Just smaller than the nominal pellet diameter

of 3/l6 inch,

f pellets, which were 2k, hours old, were tested

in Mm laboratory. The first dovice use.: for testing was the

/stem which tonsil of a bucket elevator

ft hopper which e <ito a screw conveyor wbi^

then disc o the bucket elevator, fhs pellets were

recyclca in thi3 syste .

thor devices which were evaluated included a tumbling can,

tumbling jar, farmhand machine, totes hardness tester, pne.aatic

hardness tester, and a snear tester, fhs results obtained from

the *3e of these devices were correlated wi 1 results of the

iel handl elation coefficients were:

can, .94 , machine, .944* pneumatic hardness

t»8tsi»j .839, , , stokes hardness tester, .784,

\t tester, .7<?6*



"5

* -en

its of ttv« model ha -/stem at . '7»

•he *ajB , old| .1 In t

holing can ad corre:

Llet results tt • 770.

Lneness c ; ,

on energy requirements or It; .

proximate values of the effects of binding agents tl

steam levels are given In the following statements.

pelleting at the low steam level re l6 XWB/Ton

percent finea were produced In the model system.

Pellet -n steam nd

16 percent finea were produce ;. dieting at the high steam

level required 8 K 10 percent fines were pv

r.tr.;l rati percent fines were produced in

system, while the addition of soft phosphate

to the ration lower fines produced to 17 percent. nly

14 percent fines were produce' 1 the pellets contain!

bentonite. There was no significant difference in the amount

of energy required to pellet the three rations.

/aluation of durability testin ices showed that devices

which tested relatively largo numbers of pellets gave the best

indication of durability.


